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Editor's Introduction

Katie Terezakis

Agnes Heller's work has been described as a "true product of the twentieth
century," a "defense of liberal modernity," "3 Lebensphifosophic"; as "Marxist,"
"post-Marxian," "existentialist" and ··postmo<!cm." to name a few. Where each
of these abbreviations fails is not in its expression of a vital aspeci of Heller's
thinking, but in supposing thai that thinking might be best encapsulated with
reference to anyone philosophical epoch, methodological lann or dominating
ideal. Heller has wrinen that the key question animating her work is "good
people exist; how arc they possible?"-appropriating Gyorgy Lukacs'
transcendental approach in the Heidelberg Aesthetics ("Works of an exist how
are they possibleT). In several works and interviews. she has also made plain
that the three events that most powerfully shaped her life and thought were the
Holocaust, her encounter with Lukacs and the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. In
a backwards glance that spans from her early works to her current writings-for
having begun in the middle orthe twentieth century. Heller has never ceased to
write-it is clear that a consistent concern with human emancipation and
flourishing runs through them all, as does the distinct character of her authorial
voice. It is in and through that concentrated interest and an inexhaustible
willingness to pursue it that HeJler continues to produce a body of work that
resists attempts at summary and companmentalization. One could easily mistake
the nature of her rejection of forms of critical theory if one did not pay equal
anention to her contextualization and critique of the "bourgeois attitude:' for
example. in A The()l}' of Feelings, or her close examination of the potential held
in the "prose of everyday existence" in El"cryday Life. One might misjudge as
amenable to conservative politics Heller's recent polemics against terrorism and
"totalitarianism in all its guises:' were one not reading them alongside her close
examinations of the political and procedural conditions of personal and political
freedom. for example in Beyond Justice, Can Modernity Survive? and
Diclalorship Over Needl". Likewise, one might be confounded by Heller's
various studies of seemingly discrete themes and thinkers, from the Biblical
Genesis to Shakespeare to theories of beauty and of comedy, if one did nol have
the opportunity to note the inherent associations. in Heller's thinking. between
aesthetics. politics and ethics, or her recognition of the consequence of form
another understanding she appropriates and adjusts from Lukacs-in both the
production and examination of works.
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The claim that Heller's work resists meaningful synopsis belongs to the
argument that for all its elements, Heller's thinking is internally consistent in its
motivation and largely methodologically consistent In its approach.
Conceptually speaking, there is no real break between her "Marxist" period and
her masl recent examinations of the conditions of integrated, creative
individuality. And though the style of earlier works, such as Renaissance Man,
is widely divergent from that of laler works, such as An Ethics ofPer.~onali(y. in
both cases the careful examination of human self-understanding develops from
philosophical and literary accounts and ideals, through the relevant
anthropological considerations. through the social and ethical projects in which
self-understanding is engaged and extended. Albeit in diverse styles, Heller's
unfailing methodological approach involves the designation and analysis of each
clement and process entailed in the creation or prolongation of the particular
phenomenon or system of meaning at hand; she follows these both for
individuals and for groups: and she tracks the internal connections and external
constraints on the clements under consideration rather than attempting to finesse
a unified whole for analysis. For example, in Radical Philosophy. she
meticulously details the sorts of needs philosophy addresses and explains just
how it is appropriated to do so, freely pulling examples for orientation from
philosophy and literature. She then concentrates on each form philosophy can
take in everyday experience and communication, in terms of its personal,
interpersonal and political manifestations, again with generally recognizable
examples where possible. With this groundwork in place. she turns to rcifit'<i
needs and relations of social domination, showing how these arc taken up by
radical philosophy-the philosophy that speaks directly to real needs-in
particular. As the nature of her critique and deployment of radical philosophy
becomes clearer. we find that the work is hoth a thorough examination of the
forms of radical philosophy, and a paradigm ca.se of radical philosophy. The
work employs the methods of radical philosophy insofar as we appropriate it in
our own attempts at radical philosophy-which. Heller makes clear, means
actively participating in value discussions and actually working to ensure that
every rational being can participate in determining human values. This
necessarily enlails the creation and maintenance of social relations that arc nOt
based on subordination and superordination; the need for radical philosophy
docs not cease until philosophical value discussions can be "generalized" or
participated in universally. which means that while the book gives a solid
account of the conditions for radical philosophy. radical philosophy also remains
elsewhere; it must yet be enlisted.

This same methodological approach is why, for .;xample, in presenting A
Theory of ModernifY, one narrative voice can guide the reader from the
"philosophical presuppositions" of "modernity from a postmodern perspective"
<l1J the way to Ihc closing arguments about how modernity can. and ought to. do
justice to the experience of contingency and self-choice-whereas in pursuing
the entailments and consequences of contingency and self-choice in All Ethics of
Personality, existential and normative claims are made only through the
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characters Heller devises to personify them. none of whom may be finally
subjugated to or assimilated into another existential and nonnative
possibility/personal ity.

Heller's consistency, then, is not a mailer of topics or of the ready
application of an easily recognizable fonnula, but is marked by the insistent
pursuit of each aspect of the theme at hand, the commitment to shape the
analytic framework and the style of analysis in a way that is fitting to its theme.
and to the balanced pursuit of the personal as well as the social aspects of a
given theme, Moreover, at every tum, Heller will rise against those internal or
external constraints that she lakes to be undermining of authentic-understood
in the full existential sense-development. At every point in which empirical
facts have been ascertained, the necessary assumptions openly admitted, and the
just-stated form of analysis pursued, Heller will make a direct normative appeal:
she will point uS toward a particular kind ofgoodness. namely, she will ask us to
help ourselves and to help others. Knowing what this will entail, in tenns of self
understanding and the actual requirements and possibilities of the given
situation, tends to be the stuff of particular works and thus depends upon their
particular insights: but on the whole, Hellcr's work ends in encouragement and
it is the cncouragement to become engaged in the eause of humankind, This
engagement necessarily involves self-choice, self-creation, and the involved.
reflcctive and active project of "becoming who one is," Just as categorically, it
involves working to allow and promote that same projcct for others. So said,
Heller's encouragement is simple. Yet in order to encourage us meaningfully.
the full force of her polemics against totalitarian ideologies is necessary: the full
weight of her allirmation of contingency is requisite; the full intensity of her
analysis of false-consciousness, crucial. Likewise, in Heller's fascination with
the philosophical accomplishment recorded in Scripture, in her regard for
Shakespearc's ability to ponray and characterize subtle achievements of
individuality and human association, in her willingness to demarcate beauty and
kitsch, and in her vindication of the philosophical hean of comedy-Heller
pursues and encourages the discrete achievements of human self-understanding
and self-creation; she looks closely at what we think and make when we .....ork
on our pain and the pain of others. and at what shape our joy can take.

Many of the authors gathered in this col1ec!ion interpret not only Heller's
work, but comment on her life and her personality. It is as if people cannot help
but remark on her singularity and vivacity, as well as on the historical details of
her biography, precisely in order to record their theoretical positions on her
thinking, Perhaps it is true that all philosophy is in some sense autobiography, or
more specifically, that Heller has very much lived her philosophy, including
when she has had to pay for it with political persecution, social ostracism and
the resultant need to emigrate from her native Hungary. But it is also true that
Heller's way of being in the world and of being wilh others is utterly in harmony
with her approach to philosophy, and this is remarkable. For who has not had
occasion to notice a disparity between some thinker's avowed ideals, political or
otherwise, and his other personal practices'! In Heller's case, enthusiasm for the
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shared pursuit of philosophy, as the passion of individuals. dominates every
conversation..'\nd though this may come through in hcr wriling, those who
know Heller know thaI h~r genuine interest is in people pursuing their genuine
interests. Heller has no concern for shows of agreement with hcr own position
and no patience for sycophancy; she thrives on agon and stages the pleasure a
philosopher call take in vigorous argument without a trace of pclliness or
defensiveness; :md she cheers on all who do the same. especially when they
contest hcr own claims. Perhaps this is why Heller cannot readily be identified
with a particular type of philosophy. as she is so unreservedly herself. and is
herself a philosopher. It is possibly only from the perspective that acknowledges
this singular life that Heller's most recent activities make sense: traveling widely
at the invitation of student groups struggling to articulate an emancipatory
political position, for example in [ran, Latin America and Europe, while entering
into volatile debatcs about American foreign and domestic policy, and
simultaneously continuing 10 pursue the henneneutic projects she finds most
worthwhile, regardless of dominant trends in contemporary philosophy.

[n the hopes of presenting something of Heller's singular approach for this
volume and of charting its consequence tor different modes of thought, authors
werc invited to write essays on Heller's work with no recommendations or
constrictions on the topic. The contributors are philosophers, political scientists
and sociologists, as well as fonner students of Heller who havc gone on to law
and to journalism. Their chosen topics, ranging from the sociology of
knowledge 10 the viability of Heller's ethics to Heller's relevance for
contemporary political activism, should convey some of the breadth of her
undertaking. As I mentioned, a number of these essays return to the facts of
Heller's biography, so my discussion of it here will be minimal. The first
contribution, a Laudatio for Agnes Heller originally delivered by Yinniyahu
Yovel to mark Heller's receipt of the Hcnnann-Cohen-Mcdal for Jewish
Culture-Philosophy in 2006, powerfully recounts the key moments of Heller's
life and thought in more detail. I cannot conceive of a better wriuen
"introduction"IO Heller's life and thought. Preben Kaarsholm also specifics how
Heller's "autobiography" and unique history relate to her contributions to
sociology and philosophy. and Kira Brunner Don reveals how especially
Heller's early experiences with totalitarianism continue to inspire her politics.
The task of describing the corrcspondencc of Heller's life and thought is taken
up by these authors.

Some Facts of Heller's Life

Heller was born in 1929 in Budapest. Hungary, to Pal Heller, who was
trained as a lawyer, and Angyalka l'leller, nee Ligeti, a homemaker. PaJ's
mother, Sophie Meller, was a well-known and much adored teacher: she is the
model for the wise grandmother in Heller's own An Ethics of Personality.
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Heller rcmembers studying and debating the merits of works of literature with
her father; their relationship seems to have been exceptionally close, with P:\.I
often at home caring for his young daughter. As Jews. the Hellers were In
danger well before the deponation of Hungary's Jewish community began. Pal
used his legal background to help a number of others escape from Nazi Europe.
He was seized and deponed and died in Auschwitz in 1945, just as the Nazis
were defeated. Again, Heller's physical and emotional survival after hcr father's
deponation and during the Nazi reign is addres<>ed in several of the essays
colleC1l..-d here.

In 1947. Heller began her univcr<>ity studies, joined the Communist Pany
and tirst heard Lukacs lecture. :10 event quickly followed by her decision to
study philosophy :Jnu 10 study with Lukacs. By 1949. Heller was expelled from
the Communist Pany: her membership was later restored, and then she was
rejected by the pany again in 195~. lor refusing 10 condemn Lukacs as an enemy
of the Marxist state. She was also dismissed from the university. where she had
taught philosophy since 1955. By 1963. she was recognized as a key figure of
the "Budapest School." tirst fomled by Lukacs to pursue Marxist critique
panicularly in light of the repressive torces of actually existing socialism. and
was reinstated to a post at the university in Budapest.

While still a university student. Heller married Istvan Hermann and had a
daughter. Zsuzsa. The marriage ended in divorce. Heller married Ferenc Feher..
also a student of Lukacs and a memher of the Budapest School, in 1963, and
they had a son, Gyuri. even as lht'ir intellectual interests were de\'cloping from
the ··Marxist Renaissance" they helped 10 inaugurate, to the time of Heller's
second expulsion from the university and from political life, this time as a result
of hcr open criticism of Soviet suppression of the Praglle Spring of 1968.
Following this expulsion. Heller was banned from university teaching and from
publishing. After working as a grade-school teacher and living as a dissident for
years, Heller and other members of the Budapest School were invited to take up
posts at La Trobe University in 1977. Though Heller was at fIrst separated from
her daughter. who stayed behind in Hungary to marry. she titrew hersclfinto her
new working environment, wriling and publishing prolifically belween 1978 and
1986, traveling widely. and fimlly establishing her international reputation. In
1986, she antt Feher took up invitations IOjoin tht' faculty oflhe New Schuol tor
Social Research in New York. where Heller still holds the post of Hannah
Arendt Professor of Philosophy. Feher died in 1994.. Heller currcntly splits the
year between the New School and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. where
she has again held a post since the political changes in Hungary in 1989. She
won the Lessing Prize for Philosophical Activity in 19~1, Iht' Szechenyi
National Prize in Hungary in 1995, lhe Hannilh Arendt Prize for Political
Philosophy in 1995 and the Sonning Prize in :?006.
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Engaging Heller: The Essays

In addition to the contributions already mentioned, Ihc essay... collected here
take up diverse aspects of Heller's thought. bolh examining it and attempting to
build upon it. Though the distinctiveness of each essay renders incongruous the
idea of organizing this collection with closed topical sels. several key themes
continue to emerge among the essays. I have already mentioned the theme of
Heller's lived experience examined in several essays. Janos Boros weaves this
theme, together with a survey of current trends in philosophy and an analysis of
Heller's most recent books (so far published only in Hungarian), into a
compelling argument that Hcller"s work establishes a new genre in philosophy.
which he identifies as narratil'e philm-ophy. Boros gives good reasons to believe
that Heller's work is constitutive of the genre of narrative philosophy. providing
invaluable English translations for additional suppon. Insofar as his argument is
ultimately convincing, he provides a powerful and very novel framework for our
encounter with Heller's writing.

Boros's take on how to understand Heller's interpretations of Scripture and
religion in general. as well as her utilization of Nietzsche, is poies apan from the
reading offered in Horst Hutter's essay. In it, Huller alternately criticizes and
plays off of Heller's hermeneutic and political positions in suppon of his own
attempt to retrieve and defend "thumOlic politics." as explored by Plato and by
Nietzsche.

Even more explicitly political themes arc worked through in the essays of
Peter Beilharz. Bryan S. Turner and Simon Tanney. Together. these essays
provide a kind of sociology of political action, with Beilharl. examining the
consequence of Heller's understanding of modernity as encompassing.
potentially. totalitarianism, liberalism and modem democracy; Turner weighing
up how sociological research. including Heller's. nourishes (only) during
periods of rapid social change; and Tanney making a forceful argument that
even while Heller is an inspired critic of totalitarianism (and a defender of
liberal democracy). loday's liberal democracies share more in common with
totalitarianism than Heller admits. On the one hand, Tonney asks that we return.
contra Heller's defense of liberal democracy and by implication liberal
capitalism as developed in Beyond Jus/ice, to Heller's earlier skepticism about
the potential for a sustained politics of liberation within those modem fonns. He
argues that this is particularly crucial in light of globati7.ation and our
increasingly devastated environment and declining securily on a global scale.
On the other hand. however. Tormey also criticizes his own earlier critique of
Ikller, now recognizing thaI it is Heller's focus on the centrality of the
individual for movements of social change. as well as Heller's investigation of
modernity as allowing for the proliferation of subject positions, that best
explains our most promising contemporary fonns of dissent and emancipatory
social movements.
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Not unrelated to these political concerns, but concentrated upon their
significance in the lives and self-understandings of individual:>. both Anthony
Kammas's essay. and my own "open letter"' to Heller take up the issues of
dependencies. interdependencies and more specifically, in Kammas's essay, of
radical needs. Kammas argues that while radical needs. as Heller understands
them, may appear in a paradoxical form, they also create the conditions of
possibility for freely undertaken, unalientaed self-understandings and social
relationships. without which a vibrant and integrated political life is impossible.
Likewise, my open leiter takes seriously Heller's profound and unswelving
defense of emancipatory desire and freedom. and asks how it relates to her
apparent rejection of feminist philosophy in general. and her concern with what
she has called ··sexual dependency'· in particular.

Another group of essays. though they share in common several of the
above-mentioned subjects, converge around questions about Heller's
existentialism, or more spl."Cifically about her existential and ethical insistence
on "self-choice." One might say that each of these essays asks Heller to pay
heed to the second half of Marx's claim that. to paraphrase, people create their
own worlds, bm never under the conditions of Iheir choosing, Richard J.
Bernstein questions the application of the Hellerian distinction between the
categories of difference and universality, and tind~ that they do not accomplish
as much, thl.'Oretically or practically, as good old Aristotelian habit and
education, nor do they take inlo full consideration the contingencies of moral
luck. Nevertheless, Bernstein argues that even if Heller's notion of self-choice
under the categories of difference or universality will not apply to everyone, her
vigorous defense of individual subjectivity (especially in the face of certain
postmodern discourses) and her relentless insistence on the modem experience
of contingency, mark the genuine means of dealing with fundamental choices,
coping with external conditions, and undcrtaking our real n:sponsibilitics.

John Grumley's essay also probes the ethical tasks confronting the modem
subject, considering Heller's "cxistential leap" in this regard, Grumley, too.
questions the universality of self-choice, but seems to resolve (or dissolve) the
tension between the categories of difference and universality. instead returning
to the contingencies and constraints that might preempt such choosing. To make
his case and in a manner close to Heller's own style, Grumley draws eloquent
examples from the fictional characters of 1.M. Coetzee and W.O. Sebald.
Likewise drawing from liction and from narrative. Amos Friedland employs
lmre Kertesz, Marcel Proust and Nictzsche--thinkers he recounts encountering
as Heller's student-to both affirm the Hellerian account of choice. and to deny
that it must include the affirmalion of life, the resO(llIion of pain or the love of
one's fate-even potentially. What Grumley calls turning "contingency into
destiny," after Heller, Friedland argues may just as authentically require an un
reconciling and unreconciled r('jilsal of Ihis fate and this life. Indeed. to affirm a
no to life, Friedland maintains, may in some cases be the only authentic choice.

Alone among the essays, Dmitri Nikulin's study both follows Heller's
recent work on comedy and builds upan it, developing the significance of the
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claim that comedy is through and through a philosophical genre. Nikulin details
the structural features necessarily shared hClwecn comedy and philosophy.
~upportin!:\ his case thm comedy is a ratiunal enterprise with a wealth of
examples from Arislophanes through Terence and Woody Allen. as well as
arguments from Plato through Hegel and Heller. Pre<;sing Heller's recent work.
Nikulin reveals the de..:ply humanistic. immanent form whereby comedy, like
philosophy, rationally develops a series of possihilities into a conclusion in
which "the good" is validated bl)\h non-moralistically and non-tht:ologica\ly.

Two shan essays by Agnes Heller finish the colkction; the lifSl is a
response to the essays collected here. The second. included as nn appendix. is <In
essay Heller first published in 1972 (in Philosophical Forum. III. 3-4 {Spring
Sumnu:r 1971]. 360-370). The decision to include it. beyond the most obvious
point that it is a marvelous essay othen-vise as much as lost 10 the archives. was
motivated by the lucidity with which the short essay manifests the consistency
of Heller's work. It exhibits her (tcbt to Lukacs, but just as powerfully. her
ability to critically appropriate. adjudge and reject from among Lukacs'
suggestions. The essay shows Heller. even hefore the writing of her most
commanding works. generously reading. but then readily assessing and standing
apart from the approach of her teacher. In a sense. il is even lrue that in offering
this reading of Lukacs, she tells us at least as much about her own thinking.
explaining how philosCiphy is :l tacit eontCssion <Iud how insight illt\l its
workings is gained. Here tov. we see Heller commenting (In themes she wil! take
up more rigoTllusly later. ;lnd lin se,'eral themes at issue in the essays collected
here: she commel1ts of the dialogic fonn. On life-casles, on the rl,le of women.
especially the wI,m;m "is-it-vis the philosopher. on the existential lear or self
choice 11l1d precisely under the e~\eg.ories of difference I'r universality, and on
the thl:ory and development of personality. Ass...'Ssing Lukacs in the C<lrly IQ70s.
Heller may also be read as responding implicitly to some of the queries raised
both about her work and on its behalf in this collection. For Heller here
acknowledges lhe diflieulties attached 10 univer~alil.ing self-choice. to its
cpistcmic veritieation. and 10 the way that it may function as the ideal of
alienated life. And she comes out c1e;Jrly privileging the refusal to sacrifice
others. and Ihe commitment to meet sutkrlllg with empathy and with aClion.
over and against the severe sclf·choiec of the dialoguc's hero. As well. Heller's
appreciation of Lubes' aChIC\'cment i.~ marked by her approwtl of the insight he
expresses. in part through writing or narmtion. into the correspondencc hetween
his subjective choices alld his objectivc ideas. Lukacs not only criticizes the
ascelicism of his hero and himscJ f thmugh his female interlocutor. he also shows
huw the activity of philosophy tnmscends the ascetic "'poverty oj" spiri," and is
itself transcended in aelllalization. Writing. here. is part of lhat actualization.
precisely insoiar as it is part (If the realization of the phil\l~opher's own being.
And this is the kcy to understanding the way that Heller has always,
consistently. incorvoralcd real mnral commitmems and choices, as against any
"other worldly morality," slog3n~ and expedient ideals. into aClllaliz3tiof\S of
personality.
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***

,

I am grateful to my collcagu~ and friend, John T. (Jack) Sanders tor first
bringing his translation of Heller's VOIl di'r Armutam Gei.~te: A Dialogue by the
Young Lukacs to my attention and for !lagging its importance. I am also grateful
to Jane M. Smith, his co-translator. and to Agnes Heller and the editors of
Philosophical Forum for permission to reprint the essay. The idea of puuing
together a colleclion of essays on Agnes Heller formed in the beautiful and
hospilable environment provided by Ihe Ferrater Mora Chair of Contemporary
Thought in Girona, Catalonia/Spain. Under the auspices of the program,
Professor Jost.:p-Maria Terricabras invited John Grumley and me to lead sessions
on Agnes Heller for the June 2005 program. The enthusiasm of the Girona
faculty, students and non-academic population for Heller's work convinced us
that a new volume of critical essays was in order. I am thankful to the F~rrater

Mora Chair and the Girona participants, as well as 10 John Grumlcy, who
actively supported the project from the outset, including in helping to formulate
a proposal for it and in giving the collection its name. Further, I would like 10
thank the contributors to this collection both for their valuable studies and for
their many helpful suggestions as it developed. I was awarded a grant to support
the research for this volume from the College of Liberal Arts at Rochester
Institute of Technology, for which [ am grateful. I am also grateful for the
support and wann, always philosophically rich environment provided by my
colleagues in the Department of Philosophy at RIT. I am indebted to Lawrence
Torcello for carefully thinking through with me the obje<:tives of this volume
with considerdtion and inevitably with good sense. As well, I was especially
lucky in being able to depend upon the acumen of a group of tremendous
discussants and readers. In preparing my essay for this volume, Edward P.
Butler first guided me through the terrain of recent feminist thinking with his
customary shrewdness and openhandedness. Angclique Craney offered both
unfailing encouragement and incisive, no-nonsense critique. Megan Craig
provided invaluable advice, including about the reformulation of my conflicting
thoughts into the more fitting letter fonnal. I could not have wished for a more
thoug)uful, savvier reader than Elizabeth MazzoJini, who stepped in at the
moment of kairos, both for my essay and altogether. Finally, I am grateful to
Agnes Heller for all thai cannot be said and more perceptibly for her suppon of
and participation in this project.



Chapter 9.

To Agnes Heller:
An Open Letter on Philosophy and the
Real Problem of Woman

Katie Terezakis

Assuming that you share my abhorrence for writing Ihat indulges in every asso
ciation that presents itself 10 thought. I won', risk opening those floodgates with
the pretext of justifying the epistolary ronn. Suffice it \0 confess that 1 want to
retUrn to a conversation we have had, on a topic so nebulous it might be better
set aside. I hold oUllhc hope that this is the best way to settle it. You'll remem
ber, on several occasions. the same basic scene: we are away from the university
but nOl far away, of course drinking. You arc in thc act of being a mentor, a kind
of friend, and we aTC doing philosophy (something like what the lena boys
called Fichliziercn). I find you gracious, flippant and animated with real interest
only when contention becomes heated, that is, only when it is focused on a dis
trete problem. In any case. we think together and observe the conditions for our
disooun;e; we range from problems of interpretation and politics 10 the stuff of
personal relationships. In this scene, where everything you say will be noted,
you say this: "women's only real problem is that of our own sexual dependency.
The light for every kind of equality is already won. We arc suffering only at our
own hands, from our own dependency:' Arc you making a psycho-sociological
evaluation or a personal confession? You dodge the question this and every sub
seqUCTIt time I ask, while your claim continues 10 dog me. I dismiss your asser
tion as superficial, as falsely dichotomous, as privately regretful. but it seems to
return, unlit. not only behind Freudian and Lacanian assessments of female
sexuality or more intentionally pushing the analyses of 7711.' Secon(/ Sex, I begin
to see it vaguely present and decidedly unresolved in a range of recent works on
recognition. sexual difference and desire. More noiselessly and ominously, I
start to suspcctthat [ see it perching right on the margins of the works you take
more seriously: what arc rational autonomy's material conditions, once secured
in the founding works of modernity? What is the nature of the form of inde
pendence, or rational maturity. thal all modems after Kant come to associate

123
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with enlightenment',! Where docs woman's "real problem," especially if she is a
woman-philosopher, place her in relation 10 this tradition?

None of these texts or my questions about their conncction to your assertion
tell me how 10 read your claim in llght afits historical specificity: you to me, a
mentor who has always looked askance on fcminisms, who delights in declaring
Iha1 "women's studies do nothing mOTC than put women back in the kitchen,"
and who genuinely champions hcr female students. It is you who tells me thaI
women do philosophy no differently than men, and altemately thaI women may
be beller suited to philosophy than men. In either case, you insist that Ihe female
philosopher ought simply 10 "do philosophy"; no rellection on the siNation of
woman per se and no defense of feminist philosophy are required. As I take to
the academic marketplace and encounter ever more self-avowed feminists who
seem positively unsettled by their female colleagues-who treat other women,
in perron if nOI in theory, as competitors tor scarce goods, I wonder again al
your alleged hostility to feminism and robust generosity toward particular
women. Could it really be that there is no meaningful inversion at work? And
given how much care has gone into your thinking on need-radical needs, alien·
ated needs and various material and psychological interdependencies-how
could it be undeserving of further consideration when you identify one las~

pressing dependency, especially of woman's? And Agnes, if you'll indulge me
Just a littk. notice how strange it is when this lingering problem is identified as
sexual dependency by yUII, for whom [ want to coin the term erosune to try to
exprt:ss the particular torm of self-possession you exhibit, a kind of command
uniquely erotic and entailing rather than merely paralleling or challenging the
.l"ophrosiim! that is its linguistic model.

Allow me then, hecause I can neither come to tenns with your assertion nor
write it off, 10 ask you to have a kind of dialogue you haven't really had. Let me
bring in a few other authors and ask where you stand. Let me take it, for now, as
a maHer of the most pressing importance that two women from different genera·
tions have come togcthcr through philosophy, and established the son. of reia.
tionship anticipated in feminist philosophy, without ever expressing a concern
with its texts or their iluthors. Let me take it as a matter for study, even if no
good method lies on hand, when in this context one woman offers advice ex
pressly about women, which given the source and the recipient, leaves the other
unable to grasp the claim and unable to disregard it.

***

Luce Jrigaray has been a pioneer among feminist thinkers who both criticiu
traditional philosophical and psychoanalytic discourses related to woman and
who attempt, in both foml and content, to offer new ways to understand I'/Ornatl
without homogenizing sexual difference. lriganly writes that revolutionary
feminine discourse must assume the feminine role programmatically, playing
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with mimicry or mimesis to conven subordini.lll\ln Into atfinnation. Sh~ writes
"to play with mimesis is thus, lor i.l woman. tn try to reco\'cr the pl<lce of her
ex:ploitalion by discourse, without allowing herself to he simply reduced to it.
[.. ,] It also means 'to unveil' the fact that, if women arc such good mimics, it is
because they arc not simply resorbed in thIs fum:tion. They art! also elsewhere:
another case of the persistence of 'miltter', but also of 'sexual pleasure,,··1

You authori/.e your most recent acts of sustained mimesis on seemingly dif
ferent grounds. For in your handling of the "ethics of personality," you claim
thaI individuals. autonomous in their singularity. must speak for themselves.
You give up the status of author or expen in your An Ethics 01 PerSOllll/ilY--<.lr
more precisely. you play at giving it up-to do justice to an ethics concentrated
upon irreducible persons. Correct me if I'm wrong, but as I understand it. you
claim that all modem ethics must culminate in an ethics 0f personality. Your
work is split into three pans. in which. fhst, a philosophy professor-someone
who sounds very much like Agnes HeIJcr-lt..-ctures on Nietzsche, Illilowed by
an involvL"d conversation by two of the proICs~r's sludents (Joachim and Law
rence) who arc later joined by i.l mysterious woman (Vera). lit the third pan of
your book, we learn Ihm all the co:wersations of thc second part were a written
dialogue, penned by Lawrence. their youngest and most passionatc interlocutor.
and given to a co-student. :I young woman who studies hteralUre. This young
woman (Fili) then enters into a vivid correspondencc With her grandmother.
concentr:l.ting on clements of the written dialogue. Grandmother and grand
daughter also discuss their hopes and cares as well as the reactions of the di3
Iogue.writer. who is made privy to their correspondence.

Though you speak through these characters, they sound t,\ me more like
you. in pcrson, than many of your writings do, and they speak WIth your most
beloved images and trop..:s: wagers. masks and crutches, as well as leaps and
tlu:ows are as much chanlclCrs in this work as the personalilies who speak about
them. Through your main characters, thesc mctaphors and similes become es
sentialto the work: the leap. lor example, is a symbol that fixes the central con
clusion of your philo~phy of marais, \I/hy do wc listen to the summons of oth
ers at all? On what grounds do we take responsihility for ourselves and others?
lfwe choose ourselves cxistentially as decent, h\Jnest or good persons. we make
that choice wilhout an observable cause or set of reasons. The (hoice of oneself
is a founding choice, lor which no norms can be provided. no advice given. nor
prior prinCiple consulted: and it is this choice [lionc whi(h gives reality and
meaning to our subsequent moral choices. The existential choice need not occur
at a certain time: in a way, it occurs at each moral juncture. And the e.xistemial
choice of oneself is the leap: we lI:[lp. lor no good rt.'ason, into ourselves as good
or decent or honest-as determined by (lUrseives leaping.

Likewise, a couplc of your character:,. like you, e1aim thai gcneiJI ethics
and moral philosophy are like crutches we: will need to "pick up and put back
down" repeatedly, according 10 our own needs and limitations. But it is also in
this regard, here in the book that is supposed In elaborale a unique ethical form,
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that you seem to insist upon making the dependencies of that fonn manifest.
Exerting oneself against the dramatic rotations of this text, searching for your
thesis or a consistent line of reasoning. it becomes apparent that your judgment
is that qua ethics of personality, modem or postmodcm ethical theory strands us
without the crutches. principles, or relercnces we would need to be concerned
about the leap. or 10 keep laking responsibility after taking the first leap. An
ethics of personality, standing alone, is insufficient for addressing the grueling
deliberative process that must accompany taking responsibility. Independent of
other ethical fonns, the ethics of personality is ultimately inelYcctjve. $0 in
keeping with the image of the crutch. you secm to think that while we may move
about freely for intervals of untold duration, ethically speaking we are penna
nendy hobbled-or perhaps internally so fragile as to ensure recurrent disabling
injury-and must perpelUally. even if occasionally. return for supporl to ethical
norms. moral prescriptions, and to the traditions in which they are elaborated.

At the same time, following your various characters through their manifold
disagreements, it seems as though you, the stage director. mean to show that any
properly modem ethics either culminates in an ethics of personality or exhausts
itself in futility. The challenge you must have faced with this work, then, was to
present and pOl1ray an ethics of "autonomous singularity" that remains interde
pendent with other ethical foons.

Is this not precisely why you employ mimesis? It seems to me that in taking
on the challenge-in doing theoretical justice to the ethics of personality in its
distinctiveness and in regard to its permanent scaffolding-mimesis becomes
your mode of recovery. resubmission, playful repetition. and, as lrigaray imago
ines, a case of persislence, of nourishing the mimetic operation itself, and of
self-affected articulation. But I think you hit Irigaray's mark without entirely
accepting her aims. In the first place. you don't put much store in stylistic ex,
travagances; I can neither imagine that you would allow yourself one, nor do I
sec evidence of literary self-indulgence here. Ralher, Ihis personificalion of
autonomous individuals committed to ethical deliberation and action, but occu·
pied with the personal drama and uncertainty of "real life," seems 10 be just
what is necessary for you to present a viable pluralistic discourse while offering
neither crutches nor fomal principles, but models of behavior themselves
charged with personality.

When An Ethics ofPersonality begins. the character of the lecturer, ostensi
bly Professor Heller. is our guide. She-you seems to speak to us direclly from
the opening line: "You may wonder why I am starling to discuss the ethics of
personality with an illustration. for Nietzsche's ethics does seem to scrve us as
an illustration of this kind of ethics. Nietzsche is not even my proxy: he does 001
speak in my name (at least not entirely). I let him speak for himsclC,2 By what
affectation does Nietzsche "speak for himself"? Quoting is sparse in these five
leclures. The unnamed professor is the occasion for Nietzsche's confessions as
Ihe hidden author occasions Ihe wriHen dialogue of Lawrence, the young
Nietzschean, and his friend.ideal, Joachim-playing-Kanl. Then as Vera, who
knows Ihe philosophers of the canon all 100 well. the author interrupts and re-
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frames the dialogue between our two young men, retreating again to allow that
Vera has been Lawrence's writerly creation. As Sophie Meller. the personifica
tion ofintcllectual maturity and moral authority, the author ranges easily across
philosophy and literature: luminous. practical. unpretentious: she closes her eor
respondence unable to give "any real advice." "at the crossroads:' and ever her
granddaughter's champion. Yet from the Introduction to the work we also know
from you that "In her character I tried to draw a real-life ponrail of my own
grandmother, nee Sophie Meller (1858-1944). My inferior ability in characteri
zation cannot do her justice.") So in some real sense, you are also the grand
daughter Fili, inspired by Wittgenstein's willingness to climb free of his propo
sitions, to throwaway his ladder. but admitting to us and your grandmother that
you prefer our company to silence. and crutch-metaphors, which can always be
picked up again, to the finality of the discarded ladder.

As the author is the condition of possibility for each of the personalities and
distinctive approaches to ethics animated on these pages, it would be platitudi
nous to note their dependence upon her, as would be a statement about the au
thor's fonnal dependence upon this mode of self-expression. Yel within this
configuration and without speaking about woman or the task of a woman
philosopher, you fulfill-I cannot believe in spite of yourself-at \cast a part of
lrigaray's proposal (and for that matter. of the proposals concerning wriling of
Helene Cixous and Julia Kristeva). For what could be more established, lor the
female philosopher. than the resolute philosophical associations of young men.
battling and closed into themselves: What could be more familiar than the early
TUsh of scaling their walls, to be welcomed as "confused:' "self-deluded," "in
teresting [but} inconsistent" and in possession of a "wonderful [bul] unlulored
mind"t And once she has undertaken these conversations, Slaking herself
against them, to what would any woman philosopher have become more accus
tomed than her fellows' need to idealize woman, envisioning woman-as
wisdom-Vera-playing the enigmatic schoolmistress and hoping thaI she will
play along?

In lrigaray's idiom, you indeed resubmit yoursell~ "in particular to ideas
about yourself," and you indeed "make 'visible', by an eflCct of playful repeti
tion," but your goal is never to uncover "a possible operation of the feminine in
language."s It seems_ as far as you are concerned. that Ihere is no invisible or
insidious weight of subordination within philosophical language so heavy that
we cannot treat it lightly, toss it around at will perhaps, "reverse" it perhaps, but
without the need 10, as lrigaray advocates. "des/foy the discursh'e mechanism."
You do here what you advised me to do, philosophy, in the fonn your subject
warrants. Yet in so doing, you demonstrate the relevance of lrigaray's schema.
and not simply because you return in ··re-semblance" to your grandmother to
"flOurish speculalion" and reclaim whal reflection (or a young male philosopher)
casts out-but because, with this artifice you in fact produce a disruptive excess,
you do leave us. not lacking. as we continue to think about the fundamental de-
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ticieneies of ethical thl'ury, but ready to s~.: the "view from somewhere differ
ent," ((I draw in the lan;;uage ,.)f another proposal.~

The "vi.:\\' trom MlJl1('wt!en: different" docs not dcsnibe a new idea, nor is it
an idea for wlm;h we arc sokly indebted to feminist thinking, but Linda
LcMollchcd:. who turns the phrase. supplies II with methodological dil"L'Ction.
Drawing on the work of Maria Lugoncs. LeMollchcek tells us to ask "( I) what is
the subject context in which claims about women's sexualily are made? and (2)
what is the investigative context in which such claims are cvaluatcdT,7 Regard·
ing your assertIon about woman's real problem, the subjective and investigative
contexts were partially described at the outset; they occasion this leiter, "What
it's like to be you" and "what it's like to be myself in your eyes" (to borrow
Lugones' words) meet where two women from different generations come 10
gcthcr in sharc:d interest. Our shared interest links directly to our investigative
eonte~t. in thtH we hoth endorse, as contingent, the contingency that brings us
together and 3ccording to which we continue to constitute oursclv(,'s; even while
we both endorse, us constitutive, the particular relations of intentional TL'Cogni
tion according co which our rel;,]tionship can bc meaningful.

As entrenched as contingency may be in each of our worldviews, I now re
call that I lirst letlmed its name from a book of yours. I threw that book off a
roof but rdrievt."d it later; bter still, I found you retuming to the theme in genller
or perhaps just morc familiar tones with the voice or Vera.~ "A human being,"
Vera says, "is a throw:" We arc thrown into a world and thTl.\wn into a panicufar
genetic configuration without knowing how or why; who or what throws us, to
use Vera's language, remains undisclosed; hence the throw, whether lucky or
unlucky. cannot be explained_ Contmgency is the self-consciousness of thrown·
ness; contingency consciousness is the staning point for modern individuals.
When we choosc ourselves (that is. when we take Ihe "leap'") we choose in the
face of contingency; we leap into a void, As a throw, however. each of us is al·
ready angled, or configured, in two elemental and essentially unrelated ways.
Each person is the sitt' of both a genetic and a socio-eultural "a priori:' Geneti
cally, each person is the result or an unlikely and unique hereditary collision; a
person's precise genetic code cannot he predicted. it has the slatus of an acci·
dent, though many of its entailments arc absolute. Nor arc Ihe paniculars of the
sodo-cultural world inw which we arc thrown apadiclic; only that there is a
world, and that we will have to make our way within it. is cenain.

A human being IS a "throw" insofar as she has two. equally binding and mu
tually unrelated a priories that necessarily precede her experience. I-Ier singular.
ity. or what you (and Nietzsche) call her pOlelltia\ for becoming what she is, will
be forged in her necessarily interminable allcmpts to dovetail these givens. The
tension between both givens sounds like what Kant considers the creative
imagi/latioll; it sounds like de Beauvoir"s notion of ambiguity; what Arendt caUs
/latality; and what you and G{lethe associate with that "golden-tree of life"
which proves to be "not gold but green"-thc happening, dynamic human coooi
tion. This then is wh..:rc we meet. to return to LeMoncheck's methodological
advice, agreeing that our I;ondition is as your Vera dc!>cribes it. in tenns naming
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and I.knying the real problem of woman. BC':<Jll<;l~ you ha\"(~ l:lIIght th;}t contin
gency and the struggle to dovetail two unrelated a prwrics pnl\ ides a way of
thinking ahout the condition for ethic-s, while also accI'untmg for the rluralllY of
perspectiv~s or trulhs. we hoth know that our own different hl!'-torical and cul
tural circumstances predude the possibility lhat we will have thl' same response
to our biological sItuation. Vet we have both arrived at LcM(\nchcck's afore
mentioned view. recognizing that '"different women will have very different
experiences of sexual subordination by men and that some \wmen may be more
empowered to determine the course of their sexual1ive.~ than others. fWc] ac
knowledge that any onc woman's life is a unique, compkx. and variable mIx of
sexual subordination and empowennent under inslitutional and idcoll)gical con
strainls l ... r·~ It is not such a tllT stride to <lJd that some w(lmen will insist that
their sexual subordination has nOl been '"by men.'" or even by a "phallic regime."
but in and through our own self-alienation. In either case, what is essential is not
the origin of the subllrdinmion. bUl its morphology and the r<,current mechanism
of contemporary domination.

Ifwe take seriously this real problem of woman as yml identify it. then we
musl acknowledge, with de Beauvoir. that woman's dependency is interior
i7.ed. w Likewise. we accepl that the social and ideological paradigms l(lr
woman's independence, without revolutionary refonnalion. tend to undermine
her self-realization and that, now as in 1949. the "reconciliation helween the
active personality and the s<'xual rolc IS. in spite of favorahle circumstanc<,s.
much more diflicult f\lr woman than for m<ln: and there will be many woman
\~.'ho will avoid thc altcmpl, rathe, than wear themselves out in making llle eflOTl
involved.·· 11

Just a~ dependency is not simply economic or material. scxual ucpendency
cannot be simply abOUI the need ror sex or ab01l1 the way in which. as de Beau
voir tells of standard twentieth century "sexual initiation:' girls arc underslOod
as dependent upon men to reve<l11O them thcir own desirahle. womanly bodies. L1

The sexual dependency you identified. ahout which you thought to wam me,
must have more 10 do with all unquestioned need [fir regard. with the desire to
be the object of desire at the expense of creative: development. If an active per
sonality, one engaged in the project of sclf-hcroming. fails to e.'(amine her sex
ual role in both its biological and cultural expressions. she will be dtlminatcd by
that role. To be sexually de:pcndcllI in the WilY you identified is to be at lhe
merty not of a person or group of people, but of one's own ideal. To depend
'Jpon a certain sexual role, to desire Ihat it be assigned without altcmati\-c. is to
choose the <lppearance of desirability over the experience of real de.,ire; the ap
peai.ulCe of sexual pleasure over the pursuit of it.

Yet if this delineation of sexual dependency provides a fine example of in
authenticity or bad faith, rhen it is also incomplete. No one could deny the legal
and economic dependencies of women's long-standing past and present, or the
fundamemality of the colossal batlles fought <Ind won at those frontlines. Recent
extensions of feminiSI care ethics, or of the "dependency work" closely exam-
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ined, for example, by Feder Kinay, also deepen our und~rslanding of relations of
dependency, forcing us to recognize the ways that interdependency may be con
ditioned by relations of dependency.1l But the nature of your claim speaks rather
to the current context within which, where sexist laws have changed, woman
may yet fail to create values newly and inwardly, To be th~ object of sexual de·
sire, pursuit and liability is to experience a kind of power. However fleeting,
women tend to know the intensity of this power, often at the exclusion of olher
forms of capacity and command. So I am supposing that your warning is one
about accepting a sexual pan, and accommodating oneself, without question, to
the situation in which regard, power and love may be won by playing it exclu
sively. As 1 now sec it. your claim is that the curren! situation requires self
recreation, specitically of ourselves as sexuaL and as such, it is not a new or
untried demand, but one about which you expect that practice has not caught up
with theory. Am 1 right in understanding, then, that you never meant your elu
sive waming about sexual dependency 10 imply an intricate or unsolved theo
retical framework, but simply 10 be a matter of concern in "everyday life," or
that sphere in which the theoretical rubber hits the road, and must be integrated
in living practice?

You've argued that everyday life is the fundament of every social action
and institution of human social life in general. 14 So, to borrow your language,
you would say that if, in everyday life, women arc not newly "objectivizing our
selves," we will nOt hone our abilities in new forms. Decades ago. you first
claimed that "the unity of personality has always been constituted by everyday
life"; your observation that women now remain bound only by our own sexual
dependency is a comment about how we relate to our immediate environments;
how we accommodate what seems to be a "ready made" world and its attendant
social roles. IS Hence your declaration that "women's studies put women back in
the kitchen" must be a polemic against retreating from the traditional realms and
methods of study before one is able to develop their terms, leaving that language
and its power outside of woman'~ ma!itcry and outside of the conversations we
ought to have Iluently. To withdraw from these conversations in the way that
one withdraws when speaking from within a safe haven is to undennine in ad·
vance our ability to interrupt the operation of discourse, to reshape it and exceed
it as we can when we are also engaged with it in seW·critique and self·
confrontation, Your aversion to "women's studies," I take it, is a revolt against
instituting. in everyday life. a sphere of intellectual and collegial objectivations
that will stand in the way of our encounter with a world we have not yel made
our own. Insofar as we remain unable to claim and know that world in everyday
life. we will maintain abstract knowledge about relations of submission and
domination that we also conceal and reproduce in our actual relationships.

But now, Agn~s, I'm tom. On the one hand, I want you to consider a richer
notion of what polythematic women's studies may accomplish. And I want you
to recognize, with some solidarity. that different approaches to women's studies
at\d \<:l fem\t\\'i>m {a\~ a o::a~~ \<:l \ma'b\wt \\i'!>\ \1.\1: k\t\d <:It \t\"<:lh'cmet\\ at\d mlll.\lal.
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initiative that you've already made a matter of everyday life. I want you tn sec
that one reason so many of us have already taken your advice, pursuing our in
tellcctual interests without any direct reference to the specialized language or
disciplinary departments of women's studies, has to do with ongoing cultural
discourses aboul gender and about women in particular, which anchor our in
gresses into the m'ltlers of our individual preoccupation.

On the other hand, I sec that you have in fact identified one way that insidi
ous models of subordination-especially of the sort that the best examples of
feminist theory call out-become concealed and reproduced behind allegedly
personal. private choices. For we know that even where some particular dis
course treats a (sexual) theme, it may fad to make a critical turn to examine its
own lsexual) presuPPositions. This failure allows speakers to assume a role of
signiticant theoretic'll expertise which, precisely in its unidirectional conceptual
mastery-its self-assured ability to "frame" the problem-extends the fortilica
tion between the thinker and her problem. The way in which arguments lOT lib
eration often reproduce domination has been perhaps the most pervasive study
of postmodem critical theory, and sexual domination and liberation are already
its paradigm cases. To tail to take on this state of aH'airs, or to treat it inatten
tively or insufficiently, constitutes a failure of the eros that drives inquiry no less
than it drives the pursuit ofeveryday fultillment. I will not even pretend to won
der whether this eros is a necessary condition of personal and social transfonna·
tion; and we clearly also agree that it demands to be met in philosophy and as
philosophy. BUI now it seems to me that you would also make the case that our
repression of the eros operative in a dominant discourse will correspond pre
cisely to our regression in the face of it. In other words, our dependence on dis
course and its meaningful regulation, and on the discursive tradition from which
we have been overtly and covertly excluded, is an actuality we have yet to fully
take on. It is a dependence we might rather repress, and insofar as we do repress
it, we maintain ourselves in a posture of subordination. Our criticisms of the
discourse might be strident, but in failing to inhabit iI, to desire what is best in it
and to make it our own, wc will also evade thc experience of ourselves as its
minders.

To acknowledge dependence is to begin to de-felishize it, both in tenns of
the personal relations you warn of and in tenns of Ihe discursive tradition in
which they may be either authorized or critieized.l~ This, then, is the enterpri~e

of the philosopher: it is, as you argue. to demythologize and defetishize, which
are the marks of philosophical engagement from the beginning-and nOt only
from the beginning of Western philosophy, but from the start of your own, con
sistent identification of its ·'radical" crux. i7 For I think you would argue as vc
hemently now as you did a few decades ago that eve!)' philosophy is simultane
ously a sy~·tf'm of organizing the world in tenns of a chosen good or truth, as
well as an altitude you identify expressly with encouraging others in philosophi
cal building and critique. We depend upon philosophical tools to establish ethi
cal principles and to show that they can be practically applied, and we depend
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upon philosophers to model a stance of both unrelenting critique and earnest
encouragement of our own philosophical efforts. which includes their unrclent-
. . . II
109 cnlLque.

The reason I wanted to play your claim about sexual dependency against the
thoughts of some feminist thinkers is that 10 me, it has been as important that
there might prove 10 be a general truth in your comment, as that you said it. In
othcr words, I thought that your advice might express a more perfonnative ve
racity specific to our rappon. As you know, I doubted the statement's validity.
But I also thought that we might be rehearsing a kind of script, issuing and re
peating speech-acts in the manner Judith Butler associates with gender devel
opment, except, ironically or maybe with some tactical desire. undoing the tradi
tional dependencies about which you warned and replacing them with the
critical philosophical interdepcndencies in which we were simultaneously en
gaged. 19 More precisely. since our shared interests and philosophical
commitments constitute both our contcxt and thc conditions of our discourse,
then however seemingly flippant, your expressed concerns on your own, my, or
any woman's behalf, already figured in a more intense, more potentially mean
ingful field of force than anyone of them taken alone could conjure. In our eOn
versation. understood pcrfonnativcly, sexual dependency was already overpow
ered by our aflinned dependency on philosophical tools and relationships.

Even without having directly engaged feminist theory. surely we both al
ready knew that we Jived with some of its most impOr1ant and cenainly mOSI
modern discoveries. And I think we accepted al the outset. as pan of our shared
acceptance of contingency, that our own conceptions of sex and gender actively
interact in shifting social situations. So I'm sure we both would readily ac·
knowledge Linda Alcoffs delineation of gender, and would be happy 10 extend
that delineation to include sexual sclf-underswnding widely speaking: "Gender
is not a point to start out from in the sense of being a given thing but is. instead,
a posit or construct, fonnalizable in a nonarbitrary way through a matrix of hab
its. practices, and discourses."]!)

Vet this means that if women are, indeed, sexually dependent, and if this is,
somehow, our real problem-even if now understood as a philosophical prob
lem and hence an i!'sue appropriate for and constitutive of critical inquiry~then

we should be able to betler understand the dynamism of our gender and the ma
trix of practices that animate it by understanding both its historical and concep
tual claim upon us and the current mechanisms that stem from them. What are
the conceptual claims made upon us: A common theme in feminist theorizing
across ditTercnt types. methods and lonnal or aesthetic attempts is a critique of
lhe traditional identification of woman or femininity with a kind of lack. Much
of feminist theory alerts us to the discursive practices that associate woman or
femininity with lacking or negativity; this lacking tends 10 be conceived together
with woman's statuS as base matter or materiality as opposed to intellectual ca·
pacity. Some feminist theory rejects this characterization of woman as thor
oughly unaware or contrived, other feminist positions make arguments about the
fundamental fact of human dependency (hence lack) altogether. Most all call for
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new ways of Imagining and writing ;JhOUl 11,Il11an. \\'il~'S Ihat hiln: movcd he
yond Ihc uncritical ~ll:eeplanee of VCt!cl! assu;nrli\'n~ ;JhoUi wumiln's llltrlllsie
lacking. Givcn that :>exual dependency seems to imply :>uch lad.. mg. (an as-yet
unsalisfied need for fullillmentl and given )'(IUr h<.lsi': llflimmll(ln of human
needs and interdependencies (llhcrwise. we reqUIre all open di;Jlngue between
you and some leminist thinkers and I've hcen trying 1" irnagin(' how it might
play ou\.

Here, , know ynu would In:;istthat thc Identification :.lI1d analysis Ill' Ilick re
turns us to a hisltJrical and cnnceptual paradigm that has nothing tn do wilh a
uniquely feminist critique, And the fact that [ know why y(lU w(luld make that
claim, or indeed. that I remember you otten making it. indicates how YflU pro
vide an authentic model of feminist philosorhy whether or nOl you 1l11'31l to. and
whether or not you reject the most common puohc allcstations of feminism. It
now seems to me that you rrovide thIS ml)del rrecisely in the ways Ihat you ex
hort your female students 10 get on with doing philosophy and to mmd nur own.
potentially sexually dependent relation:- Perhans it is this appeanmce of incon
gruence over a deeper a!linity, regarding what is at the hean of temlnist com
mitments, that I at tirst found so puzzling in your advice. But let me l'.\plain why
I think you would reject and revise the feminist critique of woman-as-lack and
let me thereby try to account for my claim about your deeper "feminism" II hear
you rising to reject this Ism even now),

You would reject the critique of lack as deeisi\'cly feminist because of
Plato; because lacking IS the fundamenlal character of erotic desire treated in the
Platonic dialogues without which philosophy does not begin or progress.
Through Plato and almos1 from its inaugural moment. philosophy stakes the
claim that the longing for a beloved. followed by an aw:,renes~ of our deSIre for
more binding and mort: lastin~ realizations. is the lirst manifestation of the de
sire to understand-bolh the world in all of its strangeness and Ihe forms
through which it is intelligible to us.

You knO\'" the details. My roint is thaI the n..'ading of Pla((l lhat best under
stands the problem of erotic dependency. and of phill1snphy's dcpcndcncc on
eros, is the one you give and that remains conSiStenl II tth your approach to read
ing Plato overall. YOIII" Plato is a thetttrical virtuoso, sneaking. through masks and
characters with unparalleled lilerary talent y(lur Plato naints pcrsonalirie~ in and
through the argurncnts. and Ihc personal dramas, in which they engage. Nn one
is supposing Ihat you were the !irst to say so. or even that you do say so \\'ith
more rigor or insight than others. But in telling us sonk,thing ahout reading
PlatO, I think you arc oOlh tdling us something abllut your own wriredy and
philosophical ideals, and inadvencntly providing el·idcnee of my claim that you
are a model of a kind of fetnini~r philosophy. In BeytJIllJ Juslia, you defend
your position that the Repllbllc as well as the GO/gillS present the "paradox of
reason.'·~J You contend that Plato knows wel! his te<lchcr's inability to prove his
fundamental ethical principle, namdy that i\ is beller to suffer than commit in·
justice. Rational argumenl nec\,.'Ssarily lands Socrates at an impasse and Plato
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docs not shy away from admitting it. Plato. not Socrates, overcomes the impasse
by giving us a Socrates with whom we can be utterly fascinated. This Socrates,
who we too grow to question and 10 love, obeys the dictates of his own con
science, acting as a model of prudence. As you say, Plato captures the true So
cralic gcswre, Socrates' personality and his authentic righteousness: {his and
only this sway us in his f~lVor.22

You have argued that Plato stages the staking of a wager in both the ReplIb·
lic and the Gorgius: its ante is the interlocutors, young men poised between just
and unjust possibilities. Like the young men disposed toward justice and en
chanted by the trappings of injustice, we need to figure oul how to choose. and
Ihcn as now, we might tind that equally good arguments can be mounted for
each alternative. So Plato evokes what you call the "charisma of goodness," the
goodness of Socrates' personality and personal story in particular, to tip the bal
ances.

Socrates' being, in the Platonic dialogues, is an ethical model, a regulative
ideal, but here crucially, as a personality. Socrates provides an ideal we fix our
sights upon b(."Cause we actually want to, because he has a charisma that appeals
to us directly, with the force of his singular character. Returning to the Sympo
sium and erotic dependency, you ask that we notice Ihe different characteriza
tiollS 01 erotic possibility (or impossibility). At polar extremes, we have
Diotima's assertion. as delivered through Socrates, that the conceptual contem
plation of the Beauliful will be absolutely fulfilling, preempting any further need
of eros; and we have Alcibiades' confession, dclivered to Socrates, of his own
hopeless erotic desire for Socrates. Between both and acting as their textual in
tennediary, we have Socrates, who Plato describes in the same tenns as Eros
himself-tough. wrinkled, barefooted, homeless, a schemer after beautiful and
good things, brave, eager, intense, a terrilic hunter, always inventing some de
vice, desirous of understanding, resourceful and engaged in philosophizing his
entire life (at Symposium 203d-e)-and who Plato infuses with the "charisma of
goodness" as you identify it. And this is just how we come to leam that eros is,
ultimately, as erotic as Socrates: provocative but otherwise committed. Neither
eros nor Socrates will satisfy us erotically, and to expect them to do so is a sure
route to desolation. Rather. both Socrates and eros gear us toward the search for
wisdom and the creation of beautiful things; they propel us away from them·
selves, toward the autonomous pursuit of what is most etcrna1. immortal, true
and good.

Here interpretation, and your kind of inlerpretation in particular, is neces
sary. Because insofar as Socrates does compel us, both to follow his example
rather than him and to do philosophy, he docs so not through his own arguments
or principles, but through his personal magnetism and achievement. as drawn by
Plato. Indeed. it is Diotima, the most independent woman who ever lived (in
text), who provides the principles and mechanisms of eros, and her advice would
be incongruous on the face of it, were it not mediated by Socrates_ The idea that
we would decide to be mindful of the conceptual commonality between bodies
and institutions, en route on an upwards-moving trajl,,"Clory thai promises to end
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in erotic and conceptual independence, would be but one more brashly i5sued
speculation if it weren't the case that we can literally sec Socrates, ascending
Diotima's ladder, his back to us and to this world, Plato makes us see Socrates,
that is, uncannily free of most worldly cares, largely unmoved by the beautiful
bodies that surround him, invulnerable to cold, alcohol. tOod- and sleep
deprivation. and 10 the noises that might interrupt his thinking, We know too
that Socrates is decidedly not deaf to the voice of his daimon or to his responsi
bilities to the laws or the gods, so we cannot picture him entirely detached and
closed into himself; rather, we sec his sights as lixed upon the higher ideals
about which he tells us.

And again. at the other pole of possibility, we have worldly Alcibiades.
militant and unsparing both in his comic self-awareness and in his tragic reproof
of the Diotimic deployment of eros. Alcibiades' pathognomy reveals how the
love of one particular preempts Ihe possibility of moving forward 10 others, all
reduced to a sameness that only an intellectual vision could love, He remains in
the grips of a kind of sexual dependency which is neither a requirement for more
sex, since sex with Socrates is never an option, nOr a need to fulfill a social role
ready-made for him. since he admits to moving between erotic roles readily,
Alcibiades' slate of dependency is literally hopeless. because he must either
cease to desire Socrates as powerfully as he does or must have him, and neither
is possible.:B

Why does Plato paint these irreconcilable possibilities so vividly? Because
this is the very scene we might prefer to view in a softer light when we must
make, or fail 10 make, what yOll call the leap. Between the irreconcilable possi
bililies Plato places the image of Socrates. making and having made his choice.
As you have it Ihen, a wager is staked and a balance is tipped: Alcibiades the
fraught votary. declaring his love for Socrates the particular, meets DiOlima the
priestess, lover of pure conceptuality, Hcre then. is an image of erotic independ
ency and another of erotic dependency; the former is as difticult as the latter is
dangerous to follow. In presenting us with the strange. singular personality of
Socrates, Plato tips a balance not between degrees of erotic dependency, but,
with erotic dependency as a key problem. in favor of philosophy as a way of
life, a way thai tends to begin wilh questioning our erotic dependencies and that
retains a disciplinary passion for the persona of Socrdtes. Whereas Diotimic
procedure can only promise to save us and Alcibiadcan yearning cannot even do
that-you establish that Platonic philosophy. on which we all depend, creates
itselfas overtly dependent upon both extremes.

The Platonic portrayal of eros itsel f as lacking, and as bound up with the de
sire constitutive of philosophical interest and engagement, pre<:edes feminist
theory's criticisms of the identification of femininity and lacking. This in no
'Io'ay undermines those criticisms or renders any less problematic the texts (in·
tluding Aristotle·s) criticized for their less renective notions of woman's nega
tive character. On the contrary, it highlights the meeting point where your think
ing and different waves of feminist theory can be of mutual support. For
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Platonic eros imagines de.me to be conSlitutive of genuine intellectual striving,
so much so that philosophy is. for Plato. a lacking; it is a reckoning with certain
limits and an Intentional effort to make good decisions and to act on them, given
such limitation. So it seems to me that both in your rcading of Plato and in your
depiction of what is inmost. or "radicar' in philosophy. you hold on to the idea
philosophy hegins when we are struck not just with generalized 1(JIlmadzein, bUI
inc\ itably with a powerful curiosity about the attitudes we encounter in philoso
phers. in our teachers, who seem \(\ encourage us above all 10 propel ourselves
away from them to lind our own way.~·

You tell us to get on with doing philosophy both because philosophy al·
ready allows for and encourages a desire that isn't merely a lack, and because it
honestly remains swept up in its own lacking. This is entailed in your assertion
thaI. since Plato. every philosophy offers both "a form of life and the critique of
a form of life" and that every philosophy will be taken up by being criticized or
rejected, which will require the commitment of our eros and ow logos.1.1 You
argue that Plato and the best of the ancients never worried about whether they
were horrowing or stealing one another's thoughts because "how could anybody
steal someone else's perwnality?,,"b Therefore, you are claiming-and knowing
you, I believe that you are not only claiming, but staking yourself on the affir
mation-that real philosophizing requires the commitment and the development
ot'personality.

Finally I think I better understand your apparent refusal 10 get involved in
feminist philosophy, or more specifically. your overt rejection of "women's
studies." In describing relations of subordination and their opposite. you insist
thaI the difficulties of human relationships and communications arise not
through our singularity or the uniqueness of our different experiences. but only
where individual singularity shows up as a mystified. alienated aspect ofparticu.
larity.~1 Our differences from others do not pose a difficulty; ralhcr. the trouble
arises when either those differences or a commonality in which they are sub
sumed can be dedared a way of life. or a formula, that actually undercuts indio
vidual dcvelopment and relations of solidarity. Moreover. you call "ready-made
tonnulac" those rolcs and lin~uistic lonnulatiOns that conceal motivations and
reduplicate thcmselv~s in repeatable expressions. And you call hypocritical and
alienated any relationship in which the individual. unable or unwilling to lace
and investigate hcr own particularity, presents that particularity in borrowed,
pre-eslablished lonnulations,~~ This is also the form of life that your Vera calls
"perishing" or "loosing oneself': it is a failure, deliherate or not. to identify and
work to dovClail the eompcting "givens" ot'onc's situation.

I think you've found thaI thc pre-established role of "the radical" or ..the
teminist" can be as rcady-made and as sclf..undennining as any other. So I take
it that your warning about sexual depcndency is at bOllom no different from
your written interrogations of negligence in examining ready-made social roles
altogether. You are as critical about the "sympathies and antipathies" now con·
gealed in the discourses initially cralied to criticize those ready-made roles, and
as heedful about the inner vagueness or selt·-neglect with which they might be
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thoughtlessly assumed. What remains. throughout the ascription of any giv.::n
meaning, its rejection, and the critical review of that rejection, is the fundamen·
tal movement of philosophy. constituting and critiquing the world. When you
insist that the philosopher maintain this attitude, regardless of gender, what you
insist upon allows the notion of woman. and of the woman-philosophcr. to re
main open. even while we find ourselves imprinted with the marks of our times.

lrigaray, too, contests the same idea you call "ready-made:' rejecting the
common identity composed for woman in the symbolic order, and taking notice
of the lack of social and symbolic forms suitable for woman's need to mediate
her relations to self and other, and to come to terms with her own destructive
drives. In sum, she writes, "women lack a mirror for becoming women."~~Again
sidestepping a key aspect of lrigaray's concern and fulfilling another, you arc
adept at being a "mirror," though not by tl)'ing to be a mirror. but by. as you
enjoin, just getting on with doing philosophy, with being who you arc. While
you haven't altempted to supply or pass on any tokens of the feminine ready
made, you have unambiguously theorized the ways in which philosophers can
both be and invoke models for thought and action. even where arguments fail.
Your Plato does that, as does your Sophie Meller, so perhaps it should come as
no surprise now that. while more could be said in pursuing your imaginal)' dia·
logue with feminism, your gesture-the gesture of the woman philosopher
proves definitive.

( maintain, then, that you ultimately succeed in defending an ethics of
autonomous singularity that remains dependent upon other ethical torms. but
that your success manifests not merely in your moral theory, nor in your out
ward dismissal of feminist philosophy, nor your concern over sexual depend
ency, but in the models you animate and are willing to embody, and in the way
in which you aflirm and so clearly enjoy the philosophical context and inheri
tance of this exchange.

The wise voice of your ideal, Fifi's grandmother or the original Sophie her
self, might inlerject here that insofar as we remain concerned with ethical self
creation, this still docs not explain why anyone would seek a regulative model in
the first place. and consequently, that we have not explained how to look for a
model or to create onc. Now I would answer that it is on account of our perpet
ual dependency itselt: of that fact that we are reliant epistemically. physically
and socially, and of the fact that this dependency is sustained because our world
remains at bOllom contingent, that we require models and choose those who live
best with values we have already, if vaguely, identified. We seek regulative
models or recognize ideals not merely as matters of logical pursuit, but insofar
as we are drawn by personalities, manifest in action and articulation, and only
later are we able to describe these as a particular person's manifestation of
goodness, or of the pursuit of truth, or of any other value with which we iden
~fy. It now seems to me that whereas Diotima is an early model of independ
enet in an ongoing history that idealizes independence. the model you provide
resists dependency upon certain social roles and fonnulations, including those
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associated with feminism, but actively aftirms interdependency as a necessary
circumstance in the philosophical life. Not only have you been willing to de
scribe the personalities of your models, and to hold them philosophically ac
countable, but you have also been willing 10 be a model, namely of a philoso
pher who revels in being a woman, affirming each contingency and inevitability
that continues to animate thai permutation, while exemplifying how this free
dom and this necessity manifest, together, in utter singularity.
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